When only the real thing will do: junior medical students’ learning from real patients
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Abstract

OBJECTIVES This study aimed to explore how medical students experience contacts with real patients and what they learn from them.

METHODS We carried out a post hoc, single-group study in one teaching sector of a 5-year, problem-based, horizontally integrated, outcome-based and community-oriented undergraduate programme, in which students lacked clinical exposure in the pre-clerkship phase. Subjects comprised five cohorts of students on their first clerkships. Data consisted of purposively selected, voluntary, self-report statements regarding real patient learning (RPL). Constant comparative analysis was performed by two independent researchers.

RESULTS Respondents valued patients as an instructional resource that made learning more real. They reported learning through visual pattern recognition as well as through dialogue and physical examination. They more often used social than professional language to describe RPL. They reported affective outcomes including enhanced confidence, motivation, satisfaction and a sense of professional identity. They also reported cognitive outcomes including perspective, context, a temporal dimension, and an appreciation of complexity. Real patient learning helped respondents link theory learned earlier with reality as represented by verbal, visual and auditory experiences. It made learning easier, more meaningful and more focused. It helped respondents acquire complex skills and knowledge. Above all, RPL helped learners to remember subject matter. Most negative responses concerned the difficulty of acquiring appropriate experience, but RPL made a minority of respondents feel uncomfortable and incompetent.

CONCLUSIONS Real patient learning led to a rich variety of learning outcomes, of which at least some medical students showed high metacognitive awareness. Sensitivity from clinical mentors towards the positive and negative outcomes of RPL reported here could support reflective clinical learning.
INTRODUCTION

Learning from real patients in clinical settings is quintessential to undergraduate medical education. Traditionally, this occurred through apprenticeship in the hospital-based provision of clinical care, which provided a tacit curriculum and a set of learning outcomes. Recent years, however, have seen important changes in health care systems and medical education. A shift in the delivery of clinical care from in-patient to ambulatory settings and from secondary to primary care has reduced opportunities for ward-based learning. Society’s intolerance of threats to patient safety and the technologically sophisticated nature of care have also undermined apprenticeship. In parallel with those changes, there is a move to define explicit learning outcomes1 and to use educational methods that demonstrably achieve them, notably simulation. Although the discourse of pre-clerkship education has shifted towards learning rather than teaching, particularly in relation to early clinical exposure,2–4 clerkship education remains strongly focused on teaching. For example, just 13 research studies about real patient learning (RPL) were published in four major medical education journals during 2008,5–17 of which six focused on students12–17 and only three explored learning outcomes in any depth.13,15,17

Bleakley and Bligh recently appealed for medical education to ‘get real and engage students and patients into collaborative knowledge production, where real patients represent students’ text’.18 But what subject matter, one might ask, does that text contain? Although many publications reviewed elsewhere19 describe clerkship experiences and how students react to them, the educational outcomes of RPL are not clearly defined.20 Four publications17,21–23 agree on some outcomes, including: an impact on students’ states of mind, including their senses of professional identity and self-efficacy; development of applied knowledge, and mental models that develop through observing and interacting with qualified professionals. Otherwise, current knowledge of the outcomes of RPL is fragmentary.

We are conducting programmatic research24 to reconceptualise medical students’ workplace learning.19,23,25–27 It’s orientation towards communities of practice theory25 is coupled with a psychological perspective on how individuals learn from social interaction. The research is progressively refining a model of ‘experience-based learning’ according to which the core condition for workplace learning is supported participation, which creates conditions for RPL and results in practical learning and changes in students’ states of mind. The research provides empirical support for Bleakley and Bligh’s theory that RPL is located in the interaction between student and patient, wherein the clinical expert serves as facilitator.18 Our use of student self-report to identify learning outcomes is based on a theoretical stance supported by empirical evidence published elsewhere.25,29 Using this approach, we set out to establish, firstly, how medical students in the early clerkship phase report contacts with real patients and, secondly, what learning outcomes they report. The method was a post hoc, single-group quantitative and qualitative study.
METHODS

Ethical approval
The University of Manchester Senate Ethics Committee approved the research use of students’ anonymised comments about the curriculum without requesting individual participant consent.

Context
Our study context was Salford Royal Hospital, Manchester, UK, one of four teaching hospitals of the University of Manchester Medical School, where the undergraduate programme is problem-based, horizontally integrated, outcome-based and community-oriented. At the time this study was conducted, the programme offered little clinical exposure before Year 3.

Subjects
Our sampling strategy involved the purposive selection of informative data for in-depth qualitative analysis from a large representative survey. The subjects included all 521 students in Year 3 (the first year of whole-time workplace learning) of a 5-year programme during the five consecutive academic years 2001–2006. The research team comprised researchers both close to and removed from the research context, namely, a University of Manchester medical student, her supervisor (a clinician and educationalist), and two senior Dutch medical education researchers (one a cognitive psychologist and one a doctor and curriculum leader).

Methodological choices and conduct
Participants completed a web-based questionnaire four times per year, in which they rated various aspects of their teaching and learning using scales of 1–7, including their (dis)agreement with the statement ‘I learned from real patients’. They could choose (or not) to enter free text responses to the following two items: ‘Strengths of real patient learning were...’ and ‘Weaknesses or ways in which real patient learning could be improved...’. Responses were fed back to teachers and curriculum leaders and cumulated with anonymised metadata for curriculum quality improvement. Students were aware that the anonymised comments would be fed back to teachers and used for curriculum evaluation or research but had no direct relationship with the researchers.

Analysis
All researchers read all free text responses. Supported by NVivo 8.0 (QSR International Pty Ltd, Doncaster, Vic, Australia) and MindManager Version 8.0 (Mindjet Corp., San Francisco, CA, USA), KB, supervised by TD, identified all free text responses in which the syntax or juxtaposition of statements had the logical structure ‘A led to B’ or ‘B resulted from A’, where A represented one or more experiences of RPL and B represented one or more learning outcomes. This selection step, combined with students’ freedom not to provide free text responses, means there was no guarantee the data were theoretically comprehensive, although they were very rich. Two researchers independently coded students’ textual responses and agreed a single set of codes, while the other two researchers compared successive coding schemes against the original data, helping the coders examine their biases.

A second exercise aligned the thematic structure closer to the experience-based learning model and coded the data into two major categories that corresponded to the research questions:

1 How did students experience their contacts with real patients?
2 What did they learn from them?

One author wrote a narrative report, which was then compared with the original data by the other three authors, who sought text that altered or disconfirmed the interpretation. Triangulation was performed by systematically examining (dis)concordance of themes in the data and between the data and the experience- based learning model. The researchers judged the interpretation coherent and complete enough not to need more data collection (saturation). Results are reported as far as possible in the respondents’ own words.

RESULTS
A total of 521 students responded to the questionnaire on 1847 of 2084 possible occasions (response rate 89%). Their mean age was 21.5 ± 2.2 years (mean ± standard deviation [SD]) and 60% were
women. They voluntarily gave free text descriptions of the ‘strengths of real patient learning’ on 788 occasions (38%) and ‘weaknesses/ways real patient learning could be improved’ on 285 occasions (14%). Twenty-nine of those 285 weaknesses were negative features of RPL; the remaining 256 reported difficulties in getting enough of the right sort of RPL for organisational reasons or because patients were old, cognitively impaired, ill, in hospital transiently, over-exposed to students, shy, or suffering from disorders that were complex or irrelevant to students’ current problem-based learning (PBL) case. A total of 137 positive statements qualified for qualitative analysis. All 29 ‘true negative’ statements were included to offset any positive bias. Figure 1 shows the thematic structure of the narrative that follows.

![Thematic structure of the narrative](image)

**Figure 1 Thematic structure of this report**

**How did students report their contacts with real patients?**

**Patients as a resource**
Forty-three responses described real patients as a valued resource. They were ‘why we’re here’ and there could be ‘no substitution’ [sic] for them. ‘Seeing things for real’ was ‘very helpful’; it gave ‘a human element to the learning rather than a detached reading experience’ and was unlike ‘practising on a dummy’. Respondents found ‘lots of patients on wards/in the OPD [outpatient department] in the community’, who were ‘very willing to talk freely with students’. Learning from them was immediate (‘you can ask on the spot about things’), relevant, active (‘the patient has often been able to explain their condition to me very well, and actually taught me a lot’), ‘an eye opener’ and represented a belated introduction to real patients (‘seeing real patients and their illnesses at last’). Seven negative statements reported how RPL could make uncomfortable demands on students’ motivation, personal organisation, initiative or confidence, and ‘prevent them being taught’.

**Nature of the experience**
Sixty-eight responses described how learning became ‘much more real’ when respondents experienced instances of the ‘pathologies, clinical appearances, and treatments’ of ‘conditions you are learning about’ presented as ‘patients’ stories’. Respondents related ‘what I am learning to a real person/s face’, ‘visualised the signs and symptoms’, ‘saw multiple pathology and how pathology impacted on peoples’ lives’, ‘saw the course of an illness’ and heard ‘real clinical signs’. They also experienced patients’ ‘personalities, descriptions and appearances’. They experienced ‘clinical pictures that were a little more unusual’ and ‘memorable patients’. They experienced ‘good examples of multipathologies’, symptoms ‘occurring together’, ‘patients in different settings’ and ‘the whole picture’.

**How students interacted with real patients**

*Social interaction.* Twenty-six responses described real patient interaction in the language of social interaction, for example: ‘meeting patients’; ‘interacting with the patient’; ‘talking to patients’;
‘speaking in depth with them’; ‘getting to know a patient’; ‘patients give you the invaluable first-hand views’; ‘the patient has been able to explain their condition to me’, and ‘it is fun to hear about people’s lives’.

**Professional interaction.** Fourteen responses (four of which also used social language) were expressed in the language of professional interaction: ‘being able to take histories and examine patients on the wards’; learning ‘practicalities by examining and talking to real patients’, and ‘I could clerk the patients in, the house officers were keen to teach about patient management and best of all presenting on the ward round was an excellent experience’.

What learning did students report?

**Effect on respondents’ states of mind**

Twenty-two statements described how contact with real patients helped build and sustain a positive state of mind. It helped ‘overcome anxieties at meeting real patients’, increased ‘confidence about one’s own capabilities’, which included ‘talking to patients and taking a more detailed history’ and ‘picking up clinical signs’. It made respondents ‘more enthusiastic to learn’ and ‘maintained enthusiasm when having a bad day’. It motivated respondents to study theory. For two of them, ‘the inability to take a pertinent history or accurately diagnose what the patient was suffering from’ and ‘not understanding their symptoms and not being able to alleviate their illness or suffering’ was ‘the main stimulus behind that impetus’. Positive emotions were expressed in words such as ‘excellent’, ‘fun’, ‘interesting’, ‘enjoyable’ and ‘exciting’, and one respondent found social contact with patients ‘served as a welcome break’. Real patient contact made one respondent ‘finally feel as if I was on the path towards becoming a doctor’. On the negative side, 16 statements described how RPL made respondents feel confused, ill prepared for assessments, unconfident, scared, ‘like a lost soul’, in the way, or concerned they would become emotionally overinvolved. Some respondents were concerned they were invading patients’ privacy, patients did not understand why they were there, or patients did not want to speak to them.

**Cognitive effects**

**Perspective, context, complexity and a temporal dimension.** Thirteen responses described how seeing real patients gave a ‘different perspective’, which included ‘a view from the other side’ and ‘a psychological perspective, which books lack’. It was ‘good to be exposed to the holistic approach’, which showed respondents there was ‘more to a disease than a pathological process’. For four respondents, ‘seeing real patients and their illnesses helped put into context the last 3 years of looking in a textbook’. Four respondents noted the complexity of clinical experience, which ‘gave insight into the multi-layered nature of most patients’ problems’, and three noted they could ‘see the course of an illness’ and understand its variability. On the negative side, one respondent described how RPL made the student feel unclear about his or her intended learning outcomes.

**Forming links.** Fourteen responses described how ‘seeing patients brought things you’d read about a certain condition together’ and how ‘seeing the course of an illness and hearing patients’ accounts of diseases fixed in my mind what I had read in books’. For one respondent, ‘linking is demonstrated very nicely when a doctor talks you through how they’ve arrived at a diagnosis’.

**Making learning easier, stronger, more focused and more durable.** Twenty-eight responses told how ‘seeing signs and symptoms in real patients was the strongest reinforcement’ of learning. It ‘made information easier to learn’, ‘helped solidify and consolidate knowledge’, ‘focused the mind on learning (compared with falling asleep with a book)’, and increased the amount that was learned. For two respondents, real patients were ‘THE ONLY WAY TO REALLY KNOW YOUR STUFF!!’ [sic]. The commonest single effect of real patient contact, expressed in 74 statements, was that it helped respondents remember subject matter: almost every such response stated or implied ‘the patient sticks in your mind, so when you think of a disease, it is linked to that patient in your mind’. Likewise, signs and symptoms were ‘made memorable’ by ‘taking histories and [conducting] examinations’. Encountering ‘medicine in action, rather than medicine in theory, made theory more memorable’. The phrase ‘it’s easier to remember a face than words’ captured the visual impact of patients on respondents’ memories.

**Learning specific subject matter**

**Knowledge.** Fifteen responses concerned theoretical knowledge; for example, ‘dry science from pre-clinical’ was ‘much more understandable now it relates to a real person with real concerns’. In 19
responses, the subject matter was common patterns of health and disease; in two it was patients ‘not being textbook in terms of their presentations’; in four it was clinical management, and in six it was ‘things you can’t learn from books that you have to experience from patients’. Twenty-one responses concerned the ‘impact of disease on a person’s life, the effect it has on their family and their concerns about their health and their future’, ‘how they deal with it’, ‘how they feel and why they feel that way’, and ‘why people who are ill behave the way they do and how I could help’.

Skills. Eighteen responses described how ‘being forced to constantly assess how you relate to people’ taught communication, the skill of ‘talking to every kind of person’. Two described empathic understanding as ‘an approach to the patient in terms of being more understanding and sympathetic’. Five described how real patients ‘improved my history-taking skills’ ‘because they are not like the SP [simulated patient] we get in communication skills’. Four described learning ‘examination skills’ and one described ‘learning a clinical procedure’. Three described developing diagnostic skills: ‘You start to build up pattern recognition right from the first day’; ‘I have seen a patient who is jaundiced so I will be able to distinguish it in the future’, and ‘a clinical picture that’s a little more unusual makes you think of other differentials’. Six responses emphasised the integrative nature of learning the skills of a good doctor, expressed by one respondent as:

‘If you want to be a doctor then the only true way to become a good one is to practise on lots of patients. Not just to practise history taking, examinations and skills, but also to ask the patients about their diseases and problems and how they affect them. If you associate a disease and its signs and symptoms with a patient that you examined, then you will remember it forever.’

On the negative side, RPL made five respondents feel incompetent, particularly when they had to apply clinical skills or interpret abnormal signs without a teacher’s help.

**DISCUSSION**

The large number of voluntary, positive textual responses from students in the first whole-time clerkship year of a problem-based but non-vertically integrated programme indicated that learning from patients was valuable just because it was real. Respondents described how they apprehended reality by hearing what patients had to say, seeing them, touching them and hearing audible physical signs. They more often used social than professional language to describe such interactions. They said RPL supported affective learning, by which we mean the process of becoming more confident, motivated and satisfied, and developing a sense of professional identity. It gave perspective, context and a temporal dimension, and located learning within the complexity of reality. It formed links between theory learned earlier and reality as apprehended through verbal, visual and auditory cues. It made learning easier, stronger and more focused. It helped respondents to learn subject matter that could not be presented in any other ways and to acquire complex skills such as making diagnoses. Above all, students said RPL helped them to remember subjects learned earlier and realise they could apply them to new situations in the future.

The importance of our study is four-fold. Firstly, it endorses the value of RPL. This is not to deny the importance of PBL and simulation education, but to emphasise that RPL provides complementary benefits and can help learners transfer what they learn from simulation to reality. Secondly, the study provides an inventory of learning outcomes, although the finding that experiencing reality is intrinsically worthwhile is rather at odds with the basic principles of outcome-based education. The similarity between this set of learning outcomes and our previously published inventory of benefits of RPL in the preclerkship phase is striking, endorsing the view of one of our respondents that Year 3 was rather late to be introducing RPL. Thirdly, it is salutary that students used the language of social interaction to describe how RPL enriched their cognitive processes, whereas a previous survey found their teachers mostly framed interaction with patients in terms of ‘clerking them’. Bleakley and Bligh foresaw this finding when they wrote of medical education refusing the deliberate use of patients as a primary source for learning. Fourthly, it was not just what students said, but the fact that they said it that was important. Medical students at the University of Manchester are not routinely taught the cognitive psychology of learning, yet it was clearly visible in their accounts of cognitive restructuring, linking, strengthening knowledge, pattern recognition and apprehension of learning through all the senses. We suggest that these statements indicated a high level of metacognition (“knowing about your knowing”) amongst at least some respondents. Bleakley and Bligh proposed that RPL might promote the formation of tacit knowledge (scripts, pattern recognition and encapsulated knowledge)
and provide a foundation for professional expertise. Certainly, teachers could promote reflective learning and expertise development by drawing on students’ metacognitive insights into their learning in mentorship discussions.

Strengths of the study included its 89% overall response rate and 40% voluntary textual response rate, as well as a rigorously performed qualitative analysis. Nevertheless, the study had limitations. The textual data consisted of self-reports, the subjectivity of which bedevils qualitative research because the text a researcher analyses is the text a respondent has chosen to give her. Given that there was no obligation to provide free text at all, anonymity was maintained and responses were given primarily for programme evaluation rather than research purposes, these qualitative data may be more trustworthy than some. Our impersonal method of obtaining qualitative data allowed participants to respond anonymously and voluntarily. However, it lacked the exploratory power of focus groups or interviews and gave no encouragement to reticent students to participate. Responses were fragmentary and therefore analysing them relied more on the research team’s interpretation of them than would be the case with more fluent and complete textual responses. That said, the researchers did not find it hard to analyse the data, perhaps because medical students are well educated and accustomed to expressing important matters in few words. Moreover, we only analysed the 20% of positive responses that had an ‘A leads to B’ logic so that we could infer causal links between the experiences and outcomes of RPL.

Students who respond negatively to RPL are an important group for further study, which should test if their negative responses are consistent and whether they correlate with other measures of progression through and beyond the undergraduate programme. Exposure to real patients is an experience that tests students’ sense of vocation and identity and thus an adverse reaction to RPL in the early phase of a programme may mark out those who are not well suited to a clinical career. It would be valuable, also, to see if students’ reactions to RPL are similar later in the programme or whether our findings reflect students’ relatively recent entry to the clinical environment. It would be valuable to test empirically, perhaps using an action research design, whether the insights reported here can be capitalised upon in mentoring medical students. Finally, the value of making the benefits of RPL as defined in this study explicit in an outcome-based curriculum is worthy of study.

We conclude that RPL leads to a rich variety of learning outcomes, which we have inventoried. However, we are agnostic about the value of representing them in an explicit outcome-based curriculum, at least pending further study. Nonetheless, the fact that at least some students are very aware of how they learn from real patients suggests clinical mentors might usefully draw out and build upon those insights.
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